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 :الملخص

. يُٓا يكشسِ َسخ سخخشاجاإيكاٍَت ٔ ْاحٕصٌغٔ انؼلالاث حدضئت يشاكم الأساط فً ٌؼانح انًٕصػت انبٍاَاث لٕاػذ حصًٍى

 حؼًم ػهى حطٌٕشٔ انًٕصػت ثاانبٍاٌ لاػذة َظاو يٕثٕلٍت حضٌذ يٍ طشٌمت ػٍ انبحث ْٕ انخٕصٌغ رانك يٍ الاساسً ٔانٓذف

 لٕاػذ ٌٔبشساٌ الأًٍْت انكبٍشة انخً ححظى بٓا انًٕصػت ثاانبٍاٌ اػذقٔنخصًٍى  ْزاٌ انؼايلاٌ أساسٍاٌ بشثعي ٔ .أدائّ

 . انٍٕوانؼهًً انبحث فً انًٕصػت انبٍاَاث

 ٔاػادة حٕصٌغالٔ حدضئتال طشق يٍ انؼذٌذ . انؼلائمٍت انبٍاَاث لٕاػذ اطاس فً انًٕصػّ اَاثيانب لٕاػذ دساست حى انؼًم ْزا فً

 ٔحٕصٌغ انؼلالاث نخمسٍى  حمٍُت اسخخذاو حى انحمٍمت فً . الايثم يٍ لشٌب أ الايثم نهحم نهٕصٕل طشحٓا حى يخخهفتال حٕصٌغال

 ,انًٕصػت انبٍاَاث لٕاػذ حصًٍى يٍ انًخاخشة أ الأنى انخمسٍى احميش فً انخمٍُت حهك حطبٍك ًٌكٍ.  ٔاحذ اٌ فً الاخضاء حهك

 انبٍاَاث نمٕاػذ انًخغٍشة اثانبٍئ يغ حخُاسب دٌُايٍكٍت بطشق نٓا حهٕل ٔطشذ انخٕصٌغ إػادة يشكهت بحث حى رانك ػهى ٔػلأة

 .انًٕصػت

 لاػادة خذٌذِ خٕاسصيٍاث الخشاذ حى ٔاٌضا انبحث ْزا فً انخٕصٌغٔ ٔانؼًٕدٌت الافمٍت نهخدضئت خذٌذِ خٕاسصيٍاث طشذ حى

 انخٕصٌغ لاػادة انمشاس احخار فً الاسخملانٍت يٍ يٕلغ كم حًكٍ بحٍث انًٕصػّ انبٍاَاث لٕاػذ فً انؼلالاث اخضاء حٕصٌغ

 لاسخخذايٓا حُاسبا اكثش ٌدؼهٓا يًا الاخضاء نخهك انًخٕاصهت ٔانمشاءة دٌثذانج ػًهٍاث سدم طشٌك ػٍ فٍّ انًخضَّٔ نلاخضاء

 .يخغٍشةال اثانبٍئ فً
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ABSTRACT 
 

Distributed database design addresses the problems of fragmentation, allocation and 

replication. The basic goal of distribution is to find effective way to increase database system 

reliability and enhancing system performance. These are considered as one of the key research 

issues today and justifies why the distributed database system (DDBSs) has become widely 

used and researched.  

 

In this work, the distributed database system has been investigated in the context of relational 

databases. Different fragmentation, allocation and reallocation scenarios are considered to 

reach an optimal solutions or near optimal solutions. In the proposed work, fragmentation 

techniques that can be applied at the initial stage as well as in later stages of a distributed 

database design for partitioning, and allocating the fragments are performed simultaneously. 

Moreover, reallocation problem is investigated to obtain optimal dynamic reallocation solutions 

to be used in a dynamic DDBS environments.  

 

New horizontal and vertical fragmentation and allocation algorithms are presented and new 

heuristic algorithms to redistribute DDBSs fragments are proposed so that each site decides on 

its own fragments. The decisions are made on-the-fly regarding the allocation based on current 

operations and recent history of local read and write, so it is more suitable to use in a dynamic 

DDBS environments. 
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

 The main objectives of this research are;  

 Exploring the shortcoming of some existing fragmentation and allocation techniques. 

 Proposing techniques that brings robustness and enhancement to the DDBSs performance 

and minimize fragment unit transfer cost. 

 Implementing the proposed algorithms.  

 Comparing our results with that of some existing algorithms. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A distributed database system allows applications to access data from local and remote sites. It 

is a data collection which logically belongs to the same system and satisfies the following 

assumptions [28]: 

(1) Resides on more than one site with computational power; (2) Sites are connected by a 

communication network; (3) Benefits from distributed database management system (DDBMS) 

that provides the management of the distributed database system and makes the distribution 

transparent to the users [11,28].  

 

The distributed database sites can have the same network address or they can exist in the same 

room but the communication between them is done over a network instead of shared memory. 

Thus, it is not necessary that database system have to be geographically distributed. DDBSs 

consider either a heterogeneous distribution where at least one of the databases is not the same 

type, i.e. different sites may use different system and software, or a homogenous distribution 

where there is a network of two or more databases that reside on one or more machines, i.e. all 

sites have the same system and software so that it appears to user as a single system. 
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Figure 1, illustrates a distributed system that connects three databases: A, B, and C. An 

application can simultaneously access or modify data in several databases in a single 

distributed environment. For example, a single query from client B on local database B can 

retrieve joined data from the product table on the local database and the dept table on the 

remote database A. 

 

Moreover, the distributed processing on database management systems (DBMS) is an optimal 

method of enhancing performance of transactions that manipulate large volumes of data.      

This may be done by removing irrelevant data accessed during the execution of queries and by 

reducing the data exchange among sites, which are the two main goals of the design of 

distributed databases [25].  
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Fragmentation, allocation and replication are database distribution design techniques that aim at 

improving the system performance. Usually two fragmentation techniques are considered 

vertical fragmentation and horizontal fragmentation. Vertical fragmentation is often considered 

more complex than horizontal fragmentation because of the large number of alternatives 

available which makes it nearly impossible to get an optimal solution to the vertical 

fragmentation problem. Therefore, making proper fragmentation of relations in the context of 

relational or object oriented database is the basic objective of distributed database system 

design. Another important objective is the allocation and replication of the fragments in 

different sites of the distributed system, and local optimization in each site [28, 25]. Actually, 

horizontal, vertical or mixed fragmentation is a design technique to divide a single relation of a 

database into two or more partitions such that the union of the partitions forms the original 

database without any loss of information [28]. This reduces the amount of irrelevant data 

accessed by the transactions of the database, thus reducing the number of disk accesses. In 

other words, fragmentation technique aiming at determining fragments to locate at different 

sites so as to minimize the total data transfer cost incurred in executing a set of queries. 

 

Horizontal fragmentation (HF) allows relation R to be partitioned into disjoint tuples or 

instances. While, the vertical fragmentation (VF) allows relation R to be partitioned into 

disjoint sets of columns or attributes except the primary key. Combination of horizontal and 

vertical fragmentations to mixed or hybrid fragmentations (MF) are also proposed [25]. The 

previous approaches of HF, VF or MF have one problem in common: Most of them 

concentrated only on fragmentation problem and overlooked allocation problem to reduce 

complexity. 

 

Allocation is the process of assigning the database fragments to DDBSs network sites. When 

data are allocated, it might either be replicated or maintained as a single copy. The replication 

of fragments improves reliability and efficiency of read-only queries but increase update query 

costs [28]. In fact, the fragment allocation operation play key role in DDBSs application 

performance. Database queries access the sites application on DDBSs and should be performed 
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efficiently. Some of DDBSs fragments has been accessed for updating purposes and other for 

retrieval purposes so the underlying accessed fragments have needed to be allocated in optimal 

way to reduce the communication update or retrieval cost or even to minimize the transfer cost 

during the application execution in some of network sites of DDBSs. 

 

In summary, in a distributed database system if a relation is stored locally, it can be divided in 

pieces called fragments for physical storage purposes. Data fragments can be stored at different 

sites, on the same or different machines, where they are more frequently used such that lower 

network traffic achieved and performance increased. Data fragmentation can be done 

horizontal, vertical or mixed. To illustrate this , Let R[A1 , ...,An ]  be relation and Ai  are the 

relation attributes. i, 1<= i <=n.  

 

A horizontal fragment can be obtained by applying the “Selection” operation as follows: 

Ri=σcondi (R), where condi is the selection condition.  

Such that the original relation can be rebuilt back by using the union operation as follows:  

R=R1 U R2 U R3 …U Rk. However, vertical fragment is obtained by applying the "projection" 

operation as follows: 

Ri = Π (Ax1,..Axi) (R),  Axi, i= 1,…, P are the relation attributes and p is the relation 

attributes number.  

Such that the initial relation can be reconstructed by joining the fragments:  

R=R1⨝R2⨝ …, ⨝ Rp. 

 

The resulting fragments should be allocated in effective way or reallocated dynamically when 

needed. 
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2. LITERATURE  REVIEW 

An optimal distributed database design must trade off the performance and cost through the 

retrieval and update activities at the various sites.  

The relation fragmentation and allocation to DDBSs sites is a critical issue because they are 

key factors in deciding on the application success to support data access and sharing at different 

sites. Most of the previous work in this domain separate the fragmentation problem from the 

allocation problem. Some of  researches assumes that since the relation fragmentation has been 

done, then they need to only find the optimal allocation methods regardless of how the 

fragmentation has been done. In contrast, others try to find the best solution to fragment the 

relation without thinking on how the allocation will be performed. Only few who started from 

the fragmentation and proceeded to the allocation problem. 

 

Data fragmentation and allocation problem were introduced in [14]. Studies on vertical 

fragmentation [26, 12], horizontal fragmentation [10] and mixed fragmentation [37] were 

investigated, in addition to the allocation and reallocation issues. 

 

Ceri et al. [9], proposed a work for HF using min-term predicate while Navathe et al. used 

attribute usage matrix (AUM) and Bond Energy Algorithm to produce vertical fragments [26]. 

He also proposed VF algorithm using a graphical technique [27]. Also, VF is presented in [2], 

which is considered as enhancement for the work proposed in [4] by proposing vertical 

partitioning algorithm using grouping approach that starts from the attribute affinity matrix and 

generates initial groups based on the affinity values between attributes.   In [29] a graph based 

algorithm for HF is presented in which predicates are clustered based on the predicate 

affinities. Partition evaluator to measure the goodness of VF is presented by Chakravarthy et al. 

[8]. Navathe et al. [25] proposed MF technique where the proposed procedure receives 

comprises a predicate affinity table and an attribute affinity table. Abuelyaman [5] provided a 

solution for initial fragmentation of relations by proposing a randomly generated reflexivity 

matrix, a symmetry matrix and a transitivity module that has been used to produce vertical 
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fragments of the relations, without giving evidence on his assumption that the produced 

fragments are good. In [24], the concurrency control and constraints of capacity, local process 

power and capacity on the links of the network have been considered.  

 

Regarding fragments allocation, the earlier investigated researches on dynamic data allocation 

give a framework for data redistribution [35] and specify how to perform the redistribution 

process in minimum possible time [30]. In [6], a dynamic data allocation algorithm for non-

replicated database systems is proposed, but no modeling is done to analyze the proposed 

algorithm. [36] Provides a dynamic data allocation model for data redistribution and reallocates 

in accordance with changing data access pattern.  

 

In [21] a dynamic object allocation and replication algorithm with centralized control has 

given. While, [20] Presents an optimal algorithm for non-replicated database systems, [33] 

proposed a threshold algorithm for non-replicated distributed databases where the fragments 

are continuously reallocated according to the changing data access patterns. 

 

In [16], the authors developed a method for clustering the sites of a network based on the 

communication cost between them in order to determine the fragment allocation to a group of 

sites instead of allocating the fragments site by site. Thus, reducing the communication cost 

will be reduced during the application execution in those sites. The proposed greedy approach 

in [19], presents a mathematical modeling for data allocation in DDBSs that considers a 

network communication, local processing and data storage costs to allocate fragment site by 

site. This methods supports the best location of data fragmentation in DDBSs based on 

fragment access pattern and cost of  moving fragments from one site to another with site 

constraints maintained as site capacity (C) and the fragment limit (FL).  A simple and 

comprehensive model that shows the transaction behavior in DDBSs for fragment allocation is 

developed in [1] where two heuristic algorithms were developed to find a near-optimal 

allocation such that the total communication cost is minimized. 
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In [18], site-dependent fragmentation graph representation is developed to model the 

dependencies among the accessed fragments. In this work, the allocation problem is tackled 

based on both query strategies to address the non-redundant data allocation of fragments in 

DDBSs. Thus, the query driven data allocation integrated the query execution strategies with 

the fragmentation. In [13], the data allocation model is proposed to solve the DDBSs problems 

of  the pre allocation and post allocation of data.  [15] Presented solutions for data allocation 

and optimization in distributed database systems that performed by means of mobile agents 

having attached learning capacities completed by collaboration and coordination 

functionalities. However, a query processing cost model to evaluate the performance of the 

system is presented in the context of complex value databases [30], in which a heuristic 

approach is proposed for fragmentation and fragments allocation using the cost model and is 

aimed at globally minimizing these costs. 

 

A decentralized approach for dynamic table fragmentation and allocation in distributed 

database systems based on observation and monitoring of the sites access patterns to tables is 

proposed in [17] which performs fragmentation, replication, and reallocation based on recent 

access history aiming at maximizing the number of local accesses compared to accesses from 

remote sites. [22] Presented a new integer programming formulations for the non-redundant 

version of the fragment allocation problem which is extended to address problems which have 

both storage and processing capacity constraints. [3] Addressed the data allocation problem in 

terms of minimizing two different types of data transmission across the network such that a 

new heuristic algorithm, that based on the ant colony optimization algorithm, is presented. 

Taking into account the applied strategies for query optimization and integrity enforcement. 
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3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In distributed databases, the communication costs can be reduced by partitioning database 

tables horizontally or vertically into fragments, and allocating or reallocating these fragments to 

the network sites where they are most frequently accessed. The basic objective is to make most 

data accesses local, and avoid remote access as much as possible. Obviously, important 

challenges in fragmentation and allocation are how to fragment, how to allocate the fragments 

and to decide on their replication. 

 

Because of dynamic workloads, static fragmentation and allocation may not always be optimal. 

Thus, the fragmentation and allocation or reallocation management should be dynamic and 

completely automatic, i.e., changing access patterns should result in re-fragmentation and 

reallocation of fragments when beneficial, as well as in the creation or removal of fragment 

replicas. 

 

In this work, several fragmentation, allocation and reallocation scenarios are investigated to 

reach optimal solutions. Each site decides over its own fragments, and decisions are made on-

the-fly regarding the allocation based on current operations and recent history of local reads 

and writes. Some techniques are proposed to increase the DDBS performance and minimize the 

unit transfer cost. In addition, new methods are presented to redistribute DDBS fragments.  

Actually, this work addresses horizontal, vertical fragmentation and allocation problems 

simultaneously and the reallocation scenarios in the context of the relational model.  

 

In summary, first, this work will propose a technique to fragment a relation horizontally and 

vertically to effectively find an optimal fragmentation and allocation solution. Then, two 

heuristic algorithms for fragment redistribution will be presented. 
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4. REASEARCH METHODOLOGY  

 

Optimal or near optimal fragmentation of relations and the allocation of the resulting fragments 

is a major research area in distributed databases. Many methods have been presented by the 

researchers community using empirical knowledge of data access and query frequencies. While 

optimal fragmentation and allocation at the initial stage of a distributed database design has 

been rarely addressed. 

 

In the proposed methodology, a horizontal and vertical fragmentation techniques to partition 

relations of a distributed databases will be presented along with allocation at the initial stage of 

design.  

 

The proposed research methodology will be performed in two main steps: 
 

1. Horizontal and vertical fragmentation and allocation. 

2. Heuristic algorithms for fragments redistribution in DDBSs.   
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4.1. Horizontal and Vertical Fragmentation and Allocation 
 

 

4.1.1. Horizontal Fragmentation (HF) 

Horizontal fragmentation is performed by dividing a global relation R on its tuples by using of 

the "selection" operator as follows; 

Rj= σPj (R), j, 1<= j <=m 

 

where Pj is the selection condition as a simple predicate and m is the maximum number of 

fragments. It should satisfy the completeness rule which is satisfied if the selection predicates 

are complete. In this part, a method to fragment relation R horizontally is presented. The 

fragmentation technique can be applied at the initial stage of distributed database design as well 

as in later stages of the design. This method also allocate the fragments properly among the 

sites of DDBSs at the initial stage. 

 

The proposed technique is based on a simple predicates Pr [P1,…, Pn] where n is the number of 

relation attributes. Those predicates have been assigned to the relation attributes [A1,….,An], 

where every attribute A has a particular Pr. Therefore, every attribute predicate Pr has retrieval 

frequency (RF) value and update frequency (UF) value achieved by the sites transactions or 

queries [Q1,…,Qk] executed by a site query strategy where k is the number of site's queries that 

are assumed to be the most frequently executed queries in DDBSs and the values of RF and UF 

are assigned at the design stage of a distributed database by DDBSs system designer.  

Generally update incurs more cost than retrieval from the database. So, UF values might seem 

to be greater than RF values according to given requirements that extracted from particular 

DDBS by designer. The attribute predicate is represented as following; 

Ai.value ¢ v  RFi .value1  UFi  .value1  represent attribute predicate.  

 

Where ¢  [<.>.=], 0 < value1<100 and  value v  attribute domain (Ai.D)  , i, 1<= i <= n.  
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For every attribute A, there are three predicate states and their RF and UF values. Therefore, 

HF divides a single relation R according to the Retrieval and Update Priority of its Attributes 

(RUPA).  

RUPA is a table which is constructed by computing the retrieval frequency and update 

frequency for relation attributes individually. The calculation is performed with help of 

Frequency of Retrieval and Update Attributes (FRUA) matrix and cost function, given that the 

following requirements are satisfied:  

 

There is a Relation R (A1, A2,…., An) and predicates Pr(Pr1, Pr2,…., Prn), where, Pri is in one 

of three states either (Pri > V), (Pri < V)  or  (Pri = V) and for each Pri there is Pri.RFi value and 

Pri.UFi value representing the predicate retrieval frequency and predicate update frequency 

respectively for the corresponding attribute issued by executed queries among all DDBSs sites. 

In addition, DDBSs network consists of many sites S(S1, S2, …………,Sm), where each site has 

capacity C(C1, C2, …………..,Cm) and fragment limit FL(FL1,FL2…………,FLm)  which 

indicates how many fragments the site Sj can handle.  For each site, there are the most 

frequently issued queries by this site accounting for say more than 75% of the processing in the 

distributed database system, Q(Q1 ,  Q2 ……,Qk) where k is the number of site queries. Each 

query Qk can be executed from any site with a certain frequency (QF). The execution 

frequencies of k queries at m sites can be represented by a m × k matrix, QFkm. 

 

And let RF (A) be the retrieval frequency matrix for corresponding relation attributes 

predicates and UF(A) be the update frequency matrix for corresponding relation attributes 

predicates. Both, RF(A) and UF(A) are assumed to be achieved by sites queries. 

 

Based on the requirements above, the horizontal fragmentation will be performed according to 

particular mechanism using the predicates Pi as selection predicate. This mechanism will be  

explained in details later in this work. 
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  Based on the resulting fragments, the allocation operation will be performed. Every fragment 

(Fi) will be allocated in that corresponding site (Sj) that has max value for its related predicate 

unless the underlying site constraints has been violated.  

 

 

This technique will be performed in the following scenarios:  
 

1. Without maintaining site constraints of capacity (C) and fragment limit (FL). 

2. With maintaining the above sites constraints. 

In the last step, the obtained results from the above two scenarios will be compared to show 

which method is better than other. 

 

4.1.2. Vertical Fragmentation (VF) 

Vertical fragmentation is performed by projecting a global relation R on its attributes by 

applying the “Project” operator as follows; 

Rj= Π {Aj },key  R, j, 1<= j <=m  

 

Where, {Aj} is a set of attributes not containing the primary key, upon which the vertical 

fragmentation is defined and m is the maximum number of fragments. In this methodology, a 

new heuristic method for vertical fragmentation of the relations in a distributed database is 

presented. This method is capable of taking suitable fragmentation decision at the initial stage 

by using the information gathered during requirement analysis and DDBSs design phase. It can 

also allocate the attributes properly to the different sites of DDBSs. 

 

In this part, heuristic approach is developed to fragment the relation R vertically. The vertical 

fragmentation will be performed based on the following requirements:  

 The relation attributes vector: R [A1, A2 ……..….    An].  

 Available network sites in DDBSs environment: S [S1, S2,  …………   Sm]. 
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 Available network sites capacities C [C1, C2, …………, Cm], this is restricted by the 

constraint that no two sites should have the same capacity. 

 The most executed queries for all DDBSs sites: Q [Q1, Q2  …………   Qm]. 

 The query frequencies matrix in their sites, QF. This is restricted by the constraint that if 

the same query exists in several sites, then it will be treated as a different query and will 

have different frequency value in the relevant site. This way the attribute duplication 

probability will be reduced to the minimum level. Using the site capacity, a formula will 

be made to avoid attributes overlapping when distributed over network sites at the 

allocation stage.  

 

Also, let RF(A) be the retrieval frequency matrix for corresponding relation attributes and 

UF(A) be the update frequency matrix for corresponding relation attributes. Both, RF(A) and 

UF(A) are assumed to be achieved by sites queries. 

 

Based on the requirements above, the relation attributes will be distributed over the network 

sites. The retrieval frequency and update frequency values for the relation attributes, which are 

assumed to be obtained during the DDBSs design phase by DDBSs designer play key role in 

performing the vertical fragmentation and allocation using the proposed cost model at the 

initial stage.  

 

In summary, the allocation of attribute Ai to site Sj will be done for Ai that has the highest 

number of retrieval and update frequency multiplied by the query frequency at the same site 

QFk. This method guarantees that no attribute replication over network sites will take place 

except for the primary key attribute.  

 

In the last part of this method, an evaluation will be performed and the obtained results will be 

compared with other vertical fragmentation technique. 
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4.2. Heuristic Algorithms for DDBS Fragments Redistribution 
 

In this part, a redistributed dynamic data allocation model with two heuristic algorithms that 

maintain site constraints will be described.  

 

4.2.1. Optimal Algorithm Enhancement (OAE) 

It is a new dynamic data allocation algorithm for non-replicated distributed database system, 

which exploits the concepts of the algorithms presented in [6, 31,33,34]. Optimal Algorithm 

Enhancement (OAE), is defined as a combination of the optimal algorithm, A threshold 

Algorithm and Threshold Time Constraint Algorithm (TTCA). It assumes that DDBSs 

fragments has been distributed previously using static allocation method.  The proposed 

algorithm reallocates data fragments with respect to the constraints of site capacity and site 

fragment limit, changing data access pattern and access time. Therefore, when the migration 

decision has been determined through specific time, migrating the intended fragment will be 

performed using the shortest path from the source (old place) to the destination (new place) 

which helps in reducing the transfer cost. This method is suitable for DDBSs where data access 

pattern changes dynamically.  

 

Actually, this algorithm will decrease the movement of data over the network and also improve 

the overall performance of the system. The most important point is that the fragment migration 

strategy uses the shortest path algorithm which help to minimize the fragment transfer cost in a 

fully connected network. Moreover, if there are many sites requesting the same fragment, then, 

the optimal location can be calculated by choosing the location that supports the minimum cost 

for placing that fragment at that site. In the last step, an evaluation will be performed by 

comparing the proposed algorithm with the previous ones [6,34,31]. 
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4.2.2. Proposed Heuristic Redistribution Algorithm (HRA) 

The objective of this approach is to find the optimal fragments redistribution over network 

sites. This approach assumes that fragments in DDBSs has been distributed in some way such 

that the initial distribution has been completed based on a given retrieval matrix (RM) of all 

fragments in DDBSs and query frequencies (QF) for the most queries executed in DDBSs that 

assigned by the designer at the design stage. Based on a given update fragments matrix (UM), 

query frequencies matrix (QF) and communication cost matrix between network sites, the 

reallocation of fragments will be performed and fragments duplication will be removed if there 

are any.  

 

The  allocation will be performed based on the site which has the minimal update cost to select 

the fragment satisfying the migration conditions to be the locally stored fragment in that site. In 

other words, the costs of reallocating fragment to a network site is evaluated and then the 

decision is made by selecting a site that has the least update query cost.  

 

In the last step of this approach, the performance evaluation will be performed. 

The proposed heuristic algorithm formulated in the following steps; 

1) Perform the initial allocation for all fragments over network sites based on the 

RM and QF matrix. 
 

2) Take the most frequently used accounting for say more than 8% of the 

processing in the distributed database system. 
 

3) Optimize all the queries and construct the fragments update frequency matrix 

(FUFM) for each database relation type R based on the queries based on FM 

and QF matrix. 
 

4) Calculate the update cost at each site for each fragment to construct the 

cumulative update table for all fragments over all sites. 

5) Calculate the pay value at each site for each fragment which represents the 

costs of total update value that achieved by all executed queries in every site 

individually. 

6) Distribute all fragments to the site which has the least pay value. 
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5. PLAN 

5.1. Thesis Outlines 

i. Abstract 

ii. Introduction 

iii. Related Work 

iv. Proposed Technique 

v. Implementation 

vi. Evaluation 

vii. Conclusion 

viii. References 
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5.2. Proposed Schedule 

 

The following table contain of the expected times for the thesis: 

 

Task 

Time (months) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Literature Review             

Studying Different 

Fragmentation and 

Allocation Techniques 

            

Studying Several 

Reallocation Techniques 
            

Implementation             

Techniques Evaluation             

Thesis writing             

 

5.3. Proposed Budget  

The following table contents the estimated budget which may be 8 thousand SR. 

Requirement  Estimated Price  

Books 1000 

Laptop & utilities 6000 

Printer 1000 
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